retired from DNV retired from DNV--GL,
where a is radius of lower die, R is punch radius and u is deflection (in mm). k SP is a correlation factor introduced to adjust the theoretical model to the experimental results. A question is raised, how to estimate the value of k SP ? 
SPC SPC
An idea was put forward that the stress and strain entering into Chakrabarty analysis of membrane stretching are true stress and true strain , whilst these are engineering stress (i.e. the initial stress in constant load creep test) and engineering strain in the uniaxial test. Therefore when we compare the creep properties derived from the SPC test and the uniaxial test, the true stress and true strain in small punch test should be converted back to engineering stress and engineering strain.
Eq. 3
Eq. 4
Eq. 5
Eq. 6
Hooke:
Ramberg-Osgood: Implementation of all these factors to theoretical models is dif Implementation of all these factors to theoretical models is difficult, therefore most ficult, therefore most easy it is easy it is to find an experimental correlation between SPC and UAC.
to find an experimental correlation between SPC and UAC. 
The procedure using the "SPC-curve-based approach" is described as follows:
• Carry out SPC test. Initial load can be estimated using k SP = 1 • For given load F, measure the rupture time, the minimum deflection rate, and the deflection at the minimum deflection rate. • Using the deflection at the minimum deflection rate, determine the ratio Ψ = F/σ from Eq. (7), and consequently the equivalent stress σ is also obtained.
• Using the minimum deflection rate, determine the minimum strain rate from Eq. (8) 
Conclusions Conclusions
The Chakrabarty model has been introduced in the European CoP to estimate the creep load setting. However, it is not sufficient for the prediction of creep properties from SPC tests. This is because the complicity of the SPC problem, as too many nonlinearities are involved. Efforts have been made by considering different effects; however none of them is commonly accepted yet.
We have introduced a new simple methodology directly using experimental data. This is because the experimental data contain all effects, no theoretical assumption is needed.
Empirical formulas are given to estimate the equivalent stress and the minimum strain rate, thus creep properties can be predicted using the measured SPC data.
Verification has been carried out and shows that the predictions by the empirical formulas are in good agreement with the uniaxial data, and much better than those predicted by Chakrabarty model. This method will be a part of the Annex G of the prepared SPT European Standard.
